
ON THE 

MOVE 
Literacy Strategies 

 Alphabet Street Sign Game- During your walk, 
try to find every letter of the alphabet on street 
signs.  For example, “Apple Lane” contains the 
letter “A”.  Continue searching for the next letter 
until you reach “Z”.  

 Red Light, Green Light- As you walk, say a word.  
Have your child name the beginning sound. If  
he/she is correct, you say, “Green light!” and 
have them jump three times.   If the answer is 
wrong, say, “Red light” and stop walking.  Give 
them a different word with that same beginning 
sound and continue playing the game until you 
reach where you’re going. 

AROUND YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD  

More strategies on the 

other side of this page. 

There are many fun learning opportunities to learn letters, letter-sounds, words and 
enjoy stories during times when you and your child are in transition from one  
activity to another. Who better to reinforce the skills your child is learning in school  
than their first teacher, YOU!  

 When you are in the car, point out objects and ask your child to 
name the first letter.  For example, when you see a car, point 
and say “What letter does car begin with?” and your child 
would say, “Car begins with the letter C”.  To make this game 
more challenging, ask them to name other objects that begin 
with that same letter and the beginning sound. For example, 
“Cat, cloud, cow…” 

 Ride and Read- Keep a few familiar picture books in your car.  
During a trip around town, ask your child to tell the story in their 
own words.  Ask questions that invite your child to explain the 
story in more detail. For example, “What do you think will  
happen next?  

DRIVING AROUND TOWN 



ON THE  

Literacy Strategies 

 Do they Rhyme? Say a pair of words for example, dog/frog (Spanish, gato/pato).    
Then ask your child to decide if they rhyme.  If they do, have your child clap or snap  
while saying, “That rhymes, that rhymes”. If they do not, the child should say,  
“No way, no way!”.  To make the game more difficult, say a word and ask your child  
to think of a different word that would rhyme.   

 

 Nursery Rhymes- While traveling, play a simple game of “Find the Rhyming Pairs”.   
To play, recite the nursery rhyme “Humpty Dumpty”, pausing to allow your child  
time to repeat the words they heard that rhymed.   

      

Humpty Dumpty 

     Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall, 

     Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. 

     All the king’s horses and all the king’s men  

     Couldn’t put Humpty together again. 

 

For example,  

 Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.   

 Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.   

Your child should say  

 “Humpty” and “Dumpty”  

 “wall” and “fall”  

 

as the two pairs of words that rhyme in those sentences. 

WHILE ON VACATION 

MOVE 



ON THE  

MOVE 
Social and Emotional Strategies 

In order for preschoolers to transition from one activity to another, they 
need to have certain social and emotional skills. Who better to  
reinforce the skills your child is learning in school  
than their first teacher, YOU!  

 have positive relationships with others (parents, siblings, friends) 

 listen and follow directions 

 solve social problems (share and take turns) 

 talk about and share their feelings  

 play well with others  

 use good manners 

They need to be able to: 

 Example: Before your child has a dentist appointment, 
read a book like Brush Your Teeth, Please by Leslie 
Mcguire. Talking about the story together will help to 
make your child feel more comfortable.   

Planning Your Trip 
*Read a book that will help prepare your child 

for your upcoming activity.  

More strategies on the 

other side of this page. 

You and your child have a very busy day with many transitions.  
Whether you are going to the grocery store, park, or visiting family, a 
little planning can go a long way. Here are some fun activities to help 
make things go smoothly. 



ON THE 

Social and Emotional Strategies 

 Category Game- Choose a category such as “Food” or “Animals”.  Take turns naming  
as many different kinds as you can.  This offers practice in brainstorming, a valuable  
skill used in problem-solving.   

 

 Name the Face Game-  Make a facial expression. Ask your child to name the feeling.  
Next, have your child make a facial expression for you to guess the feeling. You can  
also play this game by making a facial expression and asking your child to make a face  
that expresses the opposite feeling. For example, you smile, and your child makes a sad  
face. Have your child talk about a time when they felt happy, sad, scared, angry and why.     

 

 Cooperative Story-Telling- One person begins a story with a main character (Who) and a  
setting (Where).  Start your story with a fun detail. Then pass the story on to your child and  
continue to take turns telling the story.         

 

 Feelings Song- One way for children to express their emotions is through music.  A favorite 
tune is “If You’re Happy and You Know It”.  Change the lyrics to express different feelings.   

 

1. If you're happy and you know it clap your hands... 

2. If you're sad and you know it say "boo hoo"... 

3. If you're mad and you know it stomp your feet... 

4. If you're scared and you know it say "oh no"... 

5. If you're sleepy and you know it take a nap  
(or close your   eyes, or make a yawn) ... 

6. If you're surprised and you know it say "oh my"... 

Things You Can Do On the Move 

*Talk about the purpose of your trip.   
 
Example: While planning a trip to visit family, ask your child these questions,  

 “What will the weather be?” 

 “What type of clothing do we need to pack?”  

 “How many days will we be away?”    

 “What are some activities that you would like to do while we are there?”   

MOVE 



ON THE 

MOVE 
STEAM: Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math 

Going on a walk can be a fun learning  
opportunity to explore and investigate.  
Your child’s natural curiosity is  
important for developing scientific  
inquiry skills. Who better to reinforce  
the skills your child is learning in school  
than their first teacher, YOU!  

 

Before going on a walk, ask your child   

“Have you ever seen a shadow” 
Start by having your child look for his or her shadow.  Ask these questions: 

 Where is your shadow? (in front of, behind, next to/beside) What makes your 

shadow? 

 Where is the sun positioned in the sky?   

 How can you change your shadow? (waving your arms, kicking your leg, make  

different poses) 

“WHERE IS YOUR SHADOW?” 

More strategies on the 

other side of this page. 

TECHNOLOGY  

SCIENCE 

After your walk, visit PBS Kids Sid the Science Guy “Shadows”  

video game at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UR5D_gE8z2A. 

Start by having your child look for his or her shadow.  Ask these questions: 

 Review the types of shadows that your child saw or made on your  walk. 

shadow? 

 Name the shapes that are presented in the shadow video. 

 Have fun making new shapes and shadows. 

CONNECTION 



ON THE MOVE 
STEAM: Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math 

The next time you are in the car or taking a walk, play an “I Spy” 

game searching for buildings and bridges.  What shapes were 

used to create these structures?   What types of bridges and 

buildings do you see? 

For example: 

 “I spy a square window.” 

 “I spy a column on the front of the building.” 

 “I spy an arched bridge.” 

 

Ask your child questions about what they saw: 

 “What is a bridge used for?” 

 “Why do you think the bridge is arched?” 

 “Where else have you seen an arch?” (McDonalds)   

“I SPY” BUILDINGS AND BRIDGES 

ART 
CONNECTION 
Take a walk through your neighborhood and collect objects to create a collage,  

picture, or structure. 

Directions 

 Talk about the things you and your child saw on your trip. 

 Talk about the different colors, shapes, sizes, and textures of the objects. 

 With the items collected, create a collage. (You may use paper, glue, scissors, 
etc.) 

ENGINEERING 

MATH 

“SEARCHING FOR SHAPES” 

While riding in the car, play a “Searching for Shapes” game.  Explore the shapes in your environment. 

For example: 

 Find as many circle shapes as you can: puddles, the center of a flower, road and building signs,  

the wheel on a car and steering wheel, or traffic light. 

 Next do a search with a different shape.  

 Name the shape of the road signs. 

 Look at the sky and talk about the shapes the clouds have formed.   

“COUNTING” 
 Count the number of road signs that you see.   

 Ask your child to find and push the correct number in the elevator.   

 Count the number of “red” cars that you see.  A variation is to look for a specific letter. 


